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The tape artist: Jaime Davidovich at 
Threewalls 
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Jaime Davidovich's decades in video 

T
here once was a time when artists, some artists at least, believed in television. Not in 

an ironic way, as successful satirists like Stephen Colbert or the makers of "The 

Simpsons" do, but sincerely, as a means of broadcasting visual experiments to an 

interested public at large. This time was the 1970s, when television was still transmitted 

via radiowaves and on-demand was a thing of the future. 

Back then, an Argentinian artist named Jaime Davidovich, who had moved to New York 

City in 1963 as a painter of monochromes, began to organize and star in artist-made 

television. In 1976, he co-founded Cable SoHo, which is exactly what it sounds like. Two 

years later he became president of the Artists' Television Network, a group dedicated to 

developing the medium artistically and to distributing contemporary arts programming to 

a broad viewership. Between 1979 and 1984, he produced "The Live! Show," a half-hour 

avant-garde variety program that was as much about art as it was art itself. 

A rotating selection of Davidovich's videos is currently screening at Threewalls as part of 

"Outreach: Jaime Davidovich, 1974-1984," curated by Daniel R. Quiles, a professor of 

post-war Latin American art history. The viewing experience can be maddening, as anyone 

who has sat through early works of video or performance art might expect. Television or 

not, this is neither entertainment nor news. Davidovich was an experimenter in the 

medium, not a producer of sitcoms or soap operas. But his enthusiasm is tremendous and 

even sometimes infectious, if sometimes hard to understand. He could make the camera 

do strange things that continue to surprise today, and he did it with a combination 

sincerity and parody that can feel uncannily contemporary. 

The exhibition program samples from Davidovich's earlier works, which tend to be formal 

experiments, testing what the medium of video can uniquely do and see across a span of 

time. "3 Mercer Street" from 1975 pans slowly around and around the raw space of the 

Ronald Feldman Gallery, catching momentary glimpses of traffic outside the front 

windows and an otherwise lost performance by the late artist Stuart Sherman, who made 

modest spectacles by rearranging small objects on a folding tabletop. "La patria vacia," a 

meditation on the recent death of the Argentinian president Juan Peron, features a 

voiceover that intones the premier's last name over and over again, loosing its political 

meaning and replacing it with something between a lament and sound poetry. 

In that video Davidovich carefully sticks a few pieces of tape to the camera lens. At first 

they mimic the stripes on an American flag, but as the scene shifts the tape follows along, 

traveling by car from Manhattan out to an expat neighborhood in Queens, where it 

becomes a censorial black mark on the mouth of a man being interviewed. The gesture is 

refreshingly analog, so basic a tactic that its unexpected effectiveness renders it 

astonishing. 

This was not the first time Davidovich had experimented with tape. In fact, adhesive tape 

- yes, the sticky stuff used to repair torn book pages and affix posters to the wall -

appears to have been a major factor in the artist's move toward television art. In the early

'6os Davidovich began to exhibit his monochromatic paintings without stretchers or

frames, instead using tape to adhere them to the wall. A few later endeavors of this sort are

displayed in the show, including a sketch from 1970 that plots a large-scale mural of

concentric squares made up of white and yellow canvas surrounded by 10-inch tape. (The

artist, a connoisseur of tape who once displayed dozens of rolls of it on the wall of an

exhibition, made sure to note the brand and type: Norton #198.) A subtly graded drawing

achieves a row of beige lines with overlapping lengths of tape. The sunshine yellow mural

that greets visitors at the gallery's entrance is simply vertical bands of colored tape

crimped midway up the wall for relief.

Davidovich's leap from adhesive tape to magnetic tape-the thin, coated plastic film then 

integral to recording audio and video-plays fast and loose, and fun, with the word "tape." 

But the two types of tape are actually closer in definition than they at first appear: Tape is 

any narrow strip of material used to fasten or hold something, be it a torn piece of paper or 

the sounds of a string quartet. 

The shift from formal experiments to televised arts programming was the real leap. Two 

weirdly engrossing episodes of "The Live! Show" ran while I was at Threewalls, one shot in 

Los Angeles, the other in Lubbock, Texas. In L.A., it's all about time: Davidovich goes to 

the Long Beach Museum of Art to study how long patrons spend looking at paintings in a 

show of hard-edge abstraction. At the "Art Mall," basically a commercial center with some 

plop art, he asks shoppers how much television they watch a day. Calling Dr. Videovich! 

(Davidovich's alter ego, a specialist in television addiction, advertises his services during 

"The Live! Show.") In Lubbock, Davidovich finds more TV-loving folks, including an old 

man who makes jalapeno lollipops and organizes armadillo races and an African-American 

cowboy who shoots pool with onions. In a mock advert, Dr. Videovich plays art teacher, 

demonstrating how to draw a peaceful scene from Latin America. The hilarity of this cross

border politics leaves a sharp pain in the gut. 

Part of what made television art possible at the time was the National Endowment for the 

Arts, which used to give money to individual artists and artist collectives. In his curatorial 

essay, Quiles notes that artists who broadcast 15-minute videos on "SoHo Television" were 

paid $25 per spot in 1978. (Artists on the schedule that year included John Cage, Richard 

Foreman and Joan Jonas.) That only amounts to $100 in 2015 dollars but it beats nothing, 

which is what artists can expect if they disseminate their work today via ACRE TV, a 

terrific local arts station which digitally streams live and canned art, including to a 

monitor hung in Threewalls as part of "Outreach." 

It is worth being reminded of what made a medium exciting when it was still new. That it 

is again a space of promise and reach for young artists begs the question: When will 

Netflix take notice? 

"Outreach: Jaime Davidovich, 1974-1984" runs through March 21 at Threewalls, 119 N. 

Peoria, 312-432-3972, three-walls.org. 

Lori Waxman is a special contributor to the Tribune and an instructor at the School of the 

Art Institute. 
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